Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

71

OG/OT

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Smith, Andre

Scout Name (Last, First)

1-25-87 (31)

Perlich, Nicholas

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Alabama (ALUN)

09- 1st- CIN

Cincinnati Bengals

Games Played

Games Started

104

85

INJURIES

KEY STATS

Height

Weight

6040

332

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

59

57%

Positions Started Captain

RT/LT

2017- CIN ran the behind RT second most in NFL (17% of all runs), CIN ranked 10th on
runs of 10+ yards on runs to the right (20), CIN ranked 11th in 1st Down rushes to the
right (33)

40 YD

10 YD

5.28

1.79

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

35.38 9 3/4

25

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.88

4.93

94"

19

Tapes Viewed

2017- vs BUF 10/8; @TEN 11/12; @DEN 11/19; vs PIT 12/4; @MIN 12/17

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Drive on Gap Blocks, Anchor vs. Bull Rush, Agressiveness in key situations

SCHEME FIT

No

2010- Broken Foot IR Week 10 2011- No Injuries 2012- No Injuries 2013- Week 1
Knee, Week 6 Shoulder, Weeks 17 & WC Ankle 2014- Week 1 Concussion, Weeks 2,7 &8
Shoulder, Week 9 Knee, Weeks 10-12 Ankle (Missed Weeks 10-11), Torn Left Triceps IR
Week 13 2015- Week 3 Glute, Week 6 Elbow, Weeks 9-11 Concussion (Missed Weeks 910), Week 12 Thigh 2016- Out Week 6 Elbow, Triceps Surgery IR Week 6 2017- Knee IR
Week 16

Ability to Mirror, Waist Bender, Blocking LB in space
A solid starting OG you can win with in a Gap Blocking scheme with his ability to drive
defenders off the LOS. Is better suited for a quick passing scheme where he doesn't have
to hold Pass Block as long. Will lunge from waist and miss blocks in space.
A Gap Block oriented scheme with quick pass that gets the ball out of the hand of the QB
quickly.

SUMMARY
10th year OT who has started 85 of 104 games with a knee injury in 2017 causing him to go on IR in Week 16.
Started at RT in first 15 games of season while logging time at LT early in the season while in a rotation with
Ogbuehi and Fisher. Has spent 9 out of his 10 years in Cincinnati; with 2017 being his first year back after a
year in Minnesota; with Bill Lazor serving as the Offensive Coordinator when he took over for Ken Zampese
after Week 2. Good height and weight, with a big, stock build and very long arms. Displays solid athletic
ability and movement skill with good agility for a guy of his size. Very good Gap blocker with his ability to fit
and finish blocks at the LOS in the run game. Is a road grader on Base blocks, getting into the DL quickly with
hands inside, gets good push and finishes blocks through the whistle, showing the ability to control/steer all
body types of DL including those lined up as 3 or 5 techniques. Solid at executing Combo blocks with good
ability to work, fit, and finish blocks well with RG. Displays good ability to get around the line quickly on Pulls,
see the defender, fit, and finish blocks. Shows even more aggressiveness to get block in key situations
especially on Goalline runs. Good ability to Anchor vs. the Bull Rush when able to use his good quickness of
the snap and quick feet in vertical set to beat the defender to the spot. Adequate space blocker due to taking
bad angles in space causing him to lunge at defenders while bending at the waist in the open field. Struggles
to get around and get good fit on Reach block on defenders lined up in either the 3 or 7 techniques. Marginal
in pass protection showing inability to get good fit vs. speed rushers in vertical or jump Sets and struggles to
mirror and hold blocks for very long due to slow feet and hands when engaged at the POA due in part to
marginal UOH, placing hands outside of the defenders pads and being too early on his punches. Hands rushers
can knock his hands away very easily when rushing the passer causing him to lose his balance due to bending
at the waist. Adequate mental processing when in Pass Set to read, diagnose, and react to stunts and blitzes
from the defense. Overall, he is a solid starting OG you can win with in a run heavy, Gap scheme offense that
will utilize his ability to create power and drive defenders off the spot in the run game. Is better suited to a
quick passing game due to his struggles to mirror and maintain blocks for long periods of time in space while
in pass protection. Thus, is better suited for a move inside to OG where he can work in a phone booth.

